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The Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook �BGK� model approximates the collision term of the Boltzmann
equation by a single relaxation process from a nonequilibrium state to an equilibrium state. From the
BGK model, the Navier–Stokes, Burnett, and Super-Burnett equations can be derived. However, the
success of these derived macroscopic equations in the description of highly nonequilibrium flow is
limited. In order to extend the validity of the BGK model to cope with complicated physical
relaxation processes, we propose a generalized BGK �GBGK� model, where the gas distribution
function settles to an equilibrium state through multiple particle collisional processes. The GBGK
model can be used to capture the transitional, rotational, and vibrational nonequilibrium flow
phenomena. More importantly, it may provide a theoretical framework to derive new macroscopic
governing equations which are valid in the near continuum flow regime. © 2008 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2837174�

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well recognized that the derived Navier–Stokes
�NS�, Burnett, and Super-Burnett equations from the BGK
model are incapable of accurately describing nonequilibrium
flow phenomena, such as the shock wave. In order to capture
the nonequilibrium physics in the transitional flow regime,
we have developed gas kinetic numerical methods. First, a
closed solution of the gas distribution function up to the NS
order has been used to derive a generalized particle collision
time, subsequent to obtaining the extended viscosity and heat
conduction coefficients.1 Later, in order to describe the non-
equilibrium flow related to the molecular rotational and vi-
brational degree of freedom, a multiple time relaxation ki-
netic scheme has been introduced for the shock structure
calculations.2 Recently, the gas-kinetic scheme has been fur-
ther extended to study the nonequilibrium multiple transla-
tional temperature. 3 The numerical schemes developed in
the above study give reasonable results in the transitional
flow regime, such as the capturing of shock structure at dif-
ferent Mach numbers. Based on the above numerical experi-
ments, we realized that the underlying physical model in the
above schemes is different from the original BGK equation.
In this paper, a generalized BGK �GBGK� model for the
description of nonequilibrium flow will be presented.

II. GENERALIZED BGK MODEL
AND ITS NUMERICAL SCHEME

The gas-kinetic Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook �BGK� model
has the form,4

�f

�t
+ u ·

�f

�x
=

feq − f

�
, �1�

where the distribution function f is a function of time t,
spatial location x, and particle velocity u, and other internal
degrees of freedom. The left-hand side of the above equation
represents the free streaming of molecules in space, and the

right-hand side denotes the simplified collision term of the
Boltzmann equation. In the BGK model, the collision opera-
tor involves a single relaxation time � for a nonequilibrium
state to evolve to an equilibrium one feq. Traditionally, based
on the above BGK model, the Navier–Stokes and higher-
order equations, such as Burnett and Super-Burnett, can be
derived.5,6 Unfortunately, the higher-order equations have in-
trinsic physical and numerical problems in the transitional
flow regime. In order to extend the capacity of the BGK
model to the nonequilibrium flow regime, we can rewrite the
collision term of the BGK model into two physical subpro-
cesses,

�f

�t
+ u ·

�f

�x
=

g − f

�
+

feq − g

�
, �2�

where g is a multiple temperature state between f and feq, see
Fig. 1. In the above equation, the term related to �feq−g� /�
has no direct connection with f , therefore, we can consider it
as a source term in the above generalized BGK �GBGK�
model,

�f

�t
+ u ·

�f

�x
=

g − f

�
+ Q . �3�

The above equation shows two physical processes from a
nonequilibrium state f to settle down to an equilibrium one
feq. First, the nonequilibrium distribution function f relaxes
to a multiple temperature state g, then g relaxes to an equal
temperature Maxwellian. These two processes may have dif-
ferent relaxation time scales, and the specific formulation of
g depends on the flow problems. For example, if we only
consider the translational and rotational temperature differ-
ences, g can be defined by
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g = ���t

�
�3/2��r

�
�exp�− �t�u − U�2 − �r�

2� ,

where �t=m /2kTt and �r=m /2kTr are related to translational
and rotational temperature. If the translational nonequilib-
rium state is further refined, the state g can be extended to

g =
�

�2��3/2
1

���1/2��r

�
�

�exp�−
1

2
�ui − Ui�i�ij�uj − Uj� − �r�

2	 ,

where �=�−1.
In order to get a local solution of f around g, instead of

using the Chapman–Enskog expansion, we can assume a
closed solution

f = g − �*Dg , �4�

where D=�t+u ·�x. Substituting the above solution into the
GBGK model, around g we can get

�* = �/�1 + �D2g/Dg� ,

which defines a generalized particle collision time. Since
�D2g /Dg
Kn, in the continuum flow regime the modifica-
tion of the particle collision time vanishes automatically. In
order to remove the particle velocity dependence in �*, we
can calculate

�* =
�

1 + ��D2g�/�Dg�
, �5�

where �¯� are moments of particle velocity, such as �u
−U�2.1 Therefore, a generalized viscosity coefficient �*p has
been defined. If we make a Taylor expansion on the above �*
in Eq. �4�, it shows that higher order Chapman–Enskog ex-
pansion terms have been absorbed into �*.

In the second relaxation stage, the multiple temperature
g will relax to an equilibrium state feq. The relaxation pro-
cess depends on the specific physical quantities to be consid-
ered. For example, the rotational energy of a molecule will
get to equilibrium with a time scale Zr�,7,8 where Zr is the
rotational collision number. For the vibrational energy, it
takes a much longer time in the energy relaxation, i.e., Zv�.8

In order to apply the GBGK model to study nonequilib-
rium flow phenomena, we can construct a finite volume
scheme to update macroscopic flow variables inside each nu-
merical cell.9 Taking moments of particle velocity �, which
will be specified later, to the GBGK equation �3�, we get

Wj
n+1 = Wj

n +
1

	x


tn

tn+1

�Fj−1/2�t� − Fj+1/2�t��dt

+ 
tn

tn+1 
xj−1/2

xj+1/2

Sdtdx ,

where the numerical fluxes at a cell interface can be obtained
from the integration of the gas distribution function,

f = g − �*Dg +
�g

�t
t , �6�

and the source term S depends on the flow variables to be
considered. The Prandtl number in the above scheme can be
also modified to any value by justifying the heat flux inside
Fj+1/2 across the cell interface.

III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

One of the simplest and most fundamental gas dynamic
phenomena that can be used for the model validation is the
structure of a normal shock wave. To illustrate the perfor-
mance of the GBGK model, we first present the nitrogen
shock structure, where the multiple temperature state g can
be constructed as

g = ���t

�
�3/2��r

�
�exp�− �t�u − U�2 − �r�

2� ,

where a single translational and a single rotational tempera-
ture are used. Taking the following moments on the collision
term of the GBGK model:

� = �1,u, 1
2 �u2 + �2�, 1

2�2�T,

which account for the mass, momentum, total energy, and the
rotational energy, the source term S for the update of the
macroscopic flow variables becomes

S = �Qdud� = �0,0,0,�Er
eq − Er�/�Zr���T,

where the equilibrium rotational energy Er
eq is obtained by

equalizing the translational and rotational temperature. The
nitrogen shock structure studied has a Mach number 11. It
was shown in Ref. 10 that Bird’s DSMC results can accu-
rately predict the translational and rotational temperature.8

With the same relaxation parameters as that used in the
DSMC computation10 and Sutherland’s law for the viscosity
coefficient 
=�p in the determination of �, the computa-
tional density, translational, and rotational temperature from
the GBGK model is presented in Fig. 2, where a reasonable
agreement with the DSMC solution has been obtained.

The next example is related to a 2D microchannel flow
of a monatomic gas at low Mach numbers. In this case, the
multiple temperature state g inside a rectangular channel can
be approximated as

Equilibrium state

Multiple-temperature
state

f

g

)(eqf

Original BGK model

Non-equilibrium state

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic description of the original and generalized
BGK models.
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g = ���x

�
�1/2��y

�
�1/2��z

�
�1/2

�exp�− �x�u − U�2 − �y�v − V�2 − �z�w − W�2� ,

where �x, �y, and �z are related to the temperature in indi-
vidual directions. Taking the moments

� = �1,u,v, 1
2u2, 1

2v2, 1
2w2�T

for the mass, momentum, and “directional” energy, on the
collision term of the GBGK model, the source term becomes

S = �Qdudvdw

= �0,0,0,�Eeq − Ex�/�,�Eeq − Ey�/�,�Eeq − Ez�/��T,

which account for the mass, momentum, and energy relax-
ations. In the slip flow regime at Knudsen number 0.1, it is
generally recognized that the Navier–Stokes equations with
the slip boundary condition are capable of accurately simu-
lating the microchannel flow. However, for the simple force
and pressure driven Poiseuille flow at Kn=0.1, the Navier–
Stokes equations give qualitatively incorrect predictions.11

For example, they fail to reproduce the central minimum in
the temperature and nonconstant pressure profile in the force
driven case, and give opposite curvature of pressure distribu-
tion in the pressure driven case, which are predicted in the
Boltzmann solution and observed in the DSMC
simulations.12–16 With the same setup as presented in Ref. 11,
the simulation results from the GBGK model are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 for the force and pressure driven cases. The
temperature minimum for the averaged temperature can be
clearly observed in Fig. 3 for the force driven case. This is
surprising because the analysis in Ref. 14 confirms that the
temperature minimum does not even appear in the Burnett
order. Figure 4 shows the pressure distribution for the pres-
sure driven case. The pressure from the GBGK model has

the same curvature as that of the DSMC solution, where the
standard NS solution has opposite pressure curvature.

IV. CONCLUSION

We conclude this paper with the following remarks
about the GBGK model:

�1� The GBGK model uses two relaxation processes to
approximate the Boltzmann collision term. In the continuum
flow regime, the GBGK will recover the standard BGK
model as g being close to feq.

�2� Based on the Chapman–Enskog expansion, the tradi-
tional approach for the study of the nonequilibrium flow is to
include higher-order derivatives of the macroscopic flow
variables in the governing equations, such as the Burnett
equations. However, in the current approach, we are under-
taking an opposite path. For example, the shear stress �first-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Translational, rotational temperature, and density
distributions for nitrogen M =11 shock structure. DSMC solution �Ref. 10�
vs GBGK solution.
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FIG. 3. Temperature distributions in the cross stream direction for the force
driven Poiseuille flow at Kn=0.1.
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FIG. 4. Pressure distributions in the cross stream direction for the pressure
driven Poiseuille flow at Kn=0.1.
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order spatial derivative� in the NS equation is even replaced
by an algebraic temperature relaxation term �zeroth-order of
spatial derivative�.3

�3� The GBGK model provides a general framework to
simulate the physical processes in the nonequilibrium flow
regime. One of the advantages is the separation of the mul-
tiscale physics into subprocesses with different relaxation
times. We can construct even more middle states between f
and feq, such as including individual quantum energy levels
in g for a molecule in the study of the molecule dissociation.

�4� The GBGK model theoretically generalizes the NS
constitutive relationship for the nonequilibrium flow. First,
the isotropic pressure term is replaced by the multiple pres-
sure tensor related to the multiple translational temperature.
Second, the shear stress is replaced by the translational tem-
perature relaxation. Third, the bulk viscosity term is replaced
by the translational and rotational temperature relaxation.
Fourth, the viscosity coefficient is generalized to �*p. Fifth,
we can further include nontraditional terms in the NS consti-
tutive relations, such as the terms related to the vibrational
energy relaxation and electron ionization process.

The GBGK model presented in this paper basically pro-
vides a new framework to derive macroscopic governing
equations for the flows in the near continuum regime. The
success of its application in the nonequilibrium flows is due
to the extension of the temperature concept from a scalar to a
tensor, which is directly used in the construction of the non-
equilibrium gas distribution function, and due to the gas-
kinetic scheme to approximate the local numerical solution.
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